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Institutional Mission

Departmental Mission

1 Address the educational, social, and cultural needs of the overall student body.

1.1 Secure an incoming class of new students

2 Enhance the culture of communication on the UWA campus.

2.1 Provide prospective students with timely correspondence.
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Institutional
Mission
To bring about positive change through education, service, and outreach

Departmental
Mission
The primary purpose of the Office of Undergraduate Admissions and Enrollment Management is to attract a
diverse student population to The University of West Alabama. The Office serves as the liaison between the
University and the college bound population. Admissions staff members represent the University at
college/career day programs and other activities, serving as counselors to prospective students and families.
They are the primary representatives for the University regarding enrollment and as representatives are
expected to be knowledgeable about all aspects of the University.

1 GOAL

Address
the
educational,
social,
and
cultural
needs
of
the
overall
student
body.

1.1 OUTCOME

Secure
an
incoming
class
of
new
students

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions and Enrollment Management will promote a positive
self-image of the institution through its work with prospective students and student
influencers (families and counselors) to secure an incoming class of new students. In order to
secure a larger incoming class, the office has partnered with EAB Royall to increase both the
number of applicants and enrolled first time freshmen.

Action
Plan
The Office of Admissions has decided to disband the partnership with Royal (EAB). The funds
saved will be used to hire two additional Admissions Counselors. The new hires will aide in
recruitment efforts for high school students in Mississippi and transfer students in Alabama and
Mississippi. The current staff will also take over all admissions related marketing operations, i.e.
communication plans including mailings and emails for applicants, prospective students, and
parents.

Undergraduate Admissions and Enrollment
Management

2018-2019

Completed 2 GOALS 2 OUTCOMES 2 MEASURES 0 TARGETS 2 FINDINGS 0 ATTACHMENTS
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ACTION ITEM 1

Hire Two New Admissions Counselors
 CREATED

10/16/2019
 DUE  STATUS

Complete

ACTION ITEM 2

In-House Marketing and Communication Plans
 CREATED

10/16/2019
 DUE  STATUS

In Progress

1.1.1 MEASURES

Increase
the
number
of
freshmen
and
community
college
transfer
students

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions and Enrollment Management will increase the
number of incoming freshmen and community college transfer students by attending College
Day fairs; scheduling private visits to high schools and community colleges; hosting preview
days, college nights, and other recruiting events; and purchasing names of prospective
students from ACT. The office has also purchased additional prospects from PCU and Cappex.
These students are sent additional information on scholarships, preview days, and other
general information about the University.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

1.1.1.1 TARGETS

Recruit
500
new
freshmen
students
and
175
transfer
students.
This
will
be
accomplished
by
agressively
targeting
students
in
the
22-29
ACT
range,
as
well
as
enhancing
out-of-state
marketing
by
recruiting
additional
secondary
markets
in
Mississippi,
Georgia,
and
the
Florida
Panhandle
as
well
as
other
tertiary
markets.
6%
of
Royal
applicants
will
enroll
as
first-time
freshmen
in
Fall
2019.
 Not
Met

TARGET

FINDINGS In Fall 2019, on campus enrollment for first-time freshmen was 305 and new
transfer students was 129. Only 4.1% of Royal applicants enrolled as first-time
freshmen.

RECOMMENDATIONS With UWA's partnership with EAB, marketing was going to a wide variety of
students. Many only applied because of the free or reduced application fee. This
lent to applicants who were not serious about enrolling at UWA. It also caused
Admissions Counselors to have exaggerated numbers in their assigned territories
which made targeting student with real interest even more difficult.

We are also seeing other trends, which negatively impact enrollment such as: 
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1-Nationwide declining graduation rates- Nationally, college enrollment is down 1.7
percent. 
2-Alabama’s graduation rate- In Alabama, we are expected to see a decrease of
students attending regional and four year colleges by more than 15 percent over
the next decade. 
3-Extreme competition for graduates to fill enrollment needs- Many universities
have lowered scholarship requirements and/or are offering higher scholarship
awards to entice students in enrolling at their institutions. We are also seeing an
increase in outside marketing firms assisting institutions. 
4-With a good economy and job outlook, we are seeing more students go straight
into the workforce.- Students are easily able to get jobs after graduating high
school as unemployment is at the lowest we have seen in decades. Many
employers are also offering to pay for certificates or online degrees for employees. 
5-Fear of college debt- Generation Z has lived through their parents repaying loans
and the Great Recession which has made them more fearful than any other
generation we have seen of student debt. They will choose not to attend college or
the most affordable option even if that is not their first choice. 
6-Access to Online programs: Numerous online alternatives are promising lower
costs, the ability to complete degrees while working, and the option of staying at
home.

2 GOAL

Enhance
the
culture
of
communication
on
the
UWA
campus.

2.1 OUTCOME

Provide
prospective
students
with
timely
correspondence.

Prospective students will receive correspondence in regards to his or her admissions
questions, applications, required/missing documents, scholarship applications, and upcoming
events hosted by the office in a timely manner.

Action
Plan
Office can always learn more in a pursuit to become Radius experts so staff can continue to have
bi-weekly calls with the Radius consultant. These calls address any hiccups staff have
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encountered, questions on best practices, and updates the office would like to make to
applications, communication plans, etc.. Cross-training will be completed by the end of Fall 2019 so
additional staff members can process applications and communication plans in the case that the
primary individual is unable to.

ACTION ITEM 1

Cross- Training
 CREATED

10/16/2019
 DUE

12/13/2019
 STATUS

In Progress

ACTION ITEM 2

Bi-Weekly Calls with Radius Consultant
 CREATED

10/16/2019
 DUE  STATUS

In Progress

2.1.1 MEASURES

Utilize
fully
the
Hobsons
Radius
CRM
system
for
correspondence
with
prospective
students

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions and Enrollment Management recruiting staff will use
the new Hobsons Radius enrollment management software as the primary means of
corresponding with and tracking prospective students from inquiry to application to
admission to campus visit to enrollment.
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

2.1.1.1 TARGETS

Schedule
and
implement
additional
training
for
full
use
of
the
Hobsons
Radius
CRM
system
by
October
2018.
Fully
utilize
the
CRM
system
for
all
Admissions'
processes
in
Fall
2018.
All
contact
made
by
the
Admissoins
staff
with
students,
including
phone
calls,
emails,
and
in-person
visits
will
be
documented
in
the
CRM
system.
 Met

TARGET

FINDINGS The Admissions Staff has been fully trained in the use of Radius. To become more
proficient in the system, Mrs. Emily Stuart went to the Campus Management
Conference in Orlando, FL March 25-29. She learned best practices for the
Admissions CRM, Radius. The largest take away from the conference was gaining
more knowledge on communication plans which are used for automatic
communication with students throughout the admissions funnel. In Radius, staff
members can access information on prospects, applicants, and admits. Information
in the system includes the communication (email and mail) that has been sent, as
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well as if a student has been contacted during a "call night".
RECOMMENDATIONS Overall, the team is confident using Radius. Additional cross-training is needed in

the areas of application processing and communication plan management. These
are currently done by Brenda Edwards and Emily Stuart respectively.
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Planning and Assessment Approval 

Department or Division: Undergraduate Admissions 
Chair or Director: Ms. Libba Baker 
Dean or Vice President: Mr. Richard Hester 
u:Lc:.c: 

Goals are broad statements describing what the unit wants to 
accomplish. Goals relate to both the unit's mission and the 
University's mission. The goal(s) is stated as the University goal(s) a 
unit is attempting to meet. 

Outcomes/Objectives 
Outcomes and objectives are statements that describe in some detail 
what the unit plans to accomplish. Outcomes/objectives are 
associated with all applicable goals, strategic plans, standards, and 
institutional priorities. 

Objectives are active-verb descriptions of specific points or tasks the 
unit will accomplish or reach. Outcomes are active-verb descriptions 
of a desired end result related to student learning and the unit's 
mission. 

Measures 
Measures are statements to judge success in achieving the stated 
outcome or objective. Measures contain information on the type of 
evidence and assessment tool that a unit will use to verify if stated 
outcome/objective has been met. 

Achievement Targets 
Achievement targets are the thresholds that the measures must meet 
for the unit to determine that it has been successful in meeting its 
specified outcomes/objectives. Achievement targets are measurable 
statements. 

YES 

NO 

YES ~ 

NO 

YES ~ 

NO 

YES ~ 

NO 

YES 

NO 



Findings 
Findings are indications whether an outcome/objective was met or 
not. Findings are put into the system under each achievement target. 
Findings include an interpretation of results, possible uses of results, 
reflection on problems encountered, indicated 
improvements/changes and strengths or weakness. 

Action Plans 

YES 

NO 

Action plans are detailed plans created by the unit to meet an YES 
outcome/objective that was only partially met or not met or to make 
improvement to those outcomes/objectives that were met but still 
need some strengthening. The plan includes a projected completion 
date, implementation description, responsible person(s)/group, 
resources required, and budget amount (if applicable). 

Action plans created in previous cycles have been updated with 
implementation notes. 

Annual Report 
The Annual Report section contains information on key 
achievements, faculty and/or staff achievements, and 
community/public. 

Analysis Report 
The unit has reflected on and created narratives for each of the 
following areas: specific strengths and progress made on 
outcomes/objectives, specific weaknesses or challenges, plans that 
were and were not implemented, and how assessment results will be 
used for continuous improvement. 

Approved by: , ~>--~sidmrr="'"C: ==::) 
Sig°iiiim ;tJ1 or 

Received by OIE: . .., .. , 

NO 

YES 

NO 

YES 

NO 

YES 

NO 
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